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GOALS OF THE NATIONAL WRITING PROJECT:

EXTEND the uses of
writing in all disciplines.

PROVIDE schools,
colleges, and universities
with an effective profes-
sional development
model.

IDENTIFY, celebrate,
and enhance the profes-
sional role of successful
classroom teachers.

IMPROVE student
writing and learning in
kindergarten through
university classrooms.

Better writing leads to a most desirable chain of events—better learning and
thinking, better reading, better academic success, better performance in the workplace. The current
call for better writing comes from every corner of the nation, including business leaders, state
governors, and the American public, who sent this message through a 2007 national public opinion
survey: writing needs to be taught early and often in schools. Better writing is the number one goal of the National
Writing Project (NWP), and our work with teachers has paid off. Recent local and national studies
confirm significant gains for students of teachers who have participated in NWP programs.

Bold leadership is the key. It begins with teacher-leaders, who enable NWP
to reach across the nation with the classroom strategies and research that matter most to student
achievement. These teacher-leaders get their start in writing project summer institutes, where they
rediscover and renew their commitment to learning, for both themselves and their students, and
where they build knowledge and leadership skills. Summer institute participants remain in the field of
education and bring their leadership to places and positions where they are needed, sometimes
urgently. In this way, NWP’s investment in bold leadership serves an entire system with expert,
experienced educators.
We thank the many people who have joined us in this investment and who continue to support the

National Writing Project, its network of university-based sites, and its extraordinary teacher-leaders.

THE MISSION OF THE NATIONAL WRITING
PROJECT is to improve writing and learning in the
nation’s schools. Through its professional development
model, the National Writing Project recognizes the
primary importance of teacher knowledge, expertise,
and leadership.

The National Writing Project believes that access
to high-quality educational experiences is a basic right
of all learners and a cornerstone of equity. Through

its extensive network of teachers, the National Writing
Project seeks to promote exemplary instruction of
writing in every classroom in America.

The National Writing Project values diversity—
our own as well as that of our students, their families,
and their communities. We recognize that our lives
and practices are enriched when those with whom we
interact represent diversities of race, gender, class,
ethnicity, and language.
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Better writing and bold leadership are the core of
local summer institutes, conducted each year by nearly 200 National Writing Project university-
based sites. Participants in the four-week institutes—accomplished, thoughtful teachers—prepare for
leadership roles by demonstrating their most effective practices, studying research, and improving
their knowledge of writing by writing themselves.

The impact of the institute is immediate. Teachers return to their schools and communities
to work with their colleagues on pressing needs in their local areas: the need for improved writing
instruction for all students in all grades and content areas; the need for students to become more
accomplished writers and learners; the need for informed, inspired leadership at all levels of educa-
tion. Throughout the year, summer institute graduates mentor other educators, provide workshops,
and share resources. They work with schools and districts, as well as individual teachers, to provide
research-based strategies that will strengthen student writing and learning.

This annual report offers seven profiles of writing project leaders as they assume challenging
roles in schools, districts, and departments of education across America. They represent thousands
of other writing project alumni who have stayed in the field of education and whose work has
encouraged other educators to do the same. Today the National Writing Project has close to 12,000
active leaders, each one part of a professional community that provides career-long support. In
turn, each contributes to the NWP goal of improving writing and learning across America.

Number of writing project sites: 197

50:Number of states with NWP sites (plus Washington, D.C., Puerto Rico, U.S. Virgin Islands)

Number of educators served by NWP programs: 137,018

7,527:Number of programs conducted by NWP sites

Number of teacher-leaders conducting programs: 11,873
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NATIONAL REACH 2005–2006

NWP LEGACY STUDY
The Legacy Study, Phase One (2006), examines the influence and con-
tributions of the NWP by documenting the professional experiences
and careers of 2,114 individuals who participated in local summer
institutes in 1994 or earlier, and who completed a professional history
survey. Of these individuals, 110 people have been interviewed about
their work, the influence of the writing project, and their contributions
to education.

Called-out statistics on the profile pages in this report come from the
Legacy Study.
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had a hard time getting six-year-olds to
write,” says Kim Larson of her teaching
years before she participated in the writing
project. “Plus, I was very nervous about
the summer institute itself. I knew we

would have to write.” After five weeks of writing, how-
ever, Kim felt like a writer and more. “I experienced
an environment I could take back to my classroom
for first-graders.” Soon these very students were
participating in writing groups and showing an excite-
ment for writing.

Kim branched out after her summer institute
experience in 1995, keeping one foot in the classroom
and one in other endeavors, such as earning her
master’s degree. She became associate director for
the Nebraska Writing Project and led a university-
sponsored program
for new teachers. “So
many opportunities
came my way because
of the writing
project,” she says.
And then came the
biggest opportunity
of all: reading/
writing director for
the entire state.

In this position, Kim
serves on school improvement
teams, develops state initiatives,
and provides professional
development at the request of
schools and teachers.
“Spending a day with teachers
is what I love to do,” says Kim.

“The writing project taught me that teachers are
the people who matter in schools and who make a
difference with students. It’s not about documents
and initiatives. It’s about teachers. We need teachers
involved in our initiatives in order to really have an
impact on classrooms.”

“My writing project roots are with me here,”
she says. Recently, Kim created a year-long learning
team for her department of education colleagues,
including the commissioner, to learn together about
teaching reading. “I wanted us to see how teaching
affects learning.”

“So many

opportunities came

my way because

of the writing

project.”

“I
KIM LARSON

KIM LARSON
Nebraska Department of Education
Omaha, Nebraska

Nebraska Writing Project

READING/ WRITING DIRECTOR,
STATE DEPARTMENT
OF EDUCATION

90.5%
Percentage of summer

institute participants

who have become

executive leaders in

education who say

writing project values

influence their work.

NWP LEGACY STUDY 2006
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write every single day,” says Sandra
Mitchell. “A big part of my job is problem
solving,” she explains. “Writing helps me
work through the problems, even budget
dilemmas.” As for other kinds of daily

writing—emails and notes to teachers and administra-
tors—Sandra has seen repeatedly the importance of
craft and tone. “My goal,” she says, “is to promote
understanding.”

Another goal for Sandra is to promote the teach-
ing of writing across disciplines. “If
writing is not part of all subjects, we
haven’t reached the depth of the stan-
dards,” she explains.

Sandra credits the writing project
with inspiring her commitment to
writing as a tool for learning and
communication. As a high school
teacher in 1989, she took part in the

Northern Virginia
Writing Project
summer institute.
“That experience
changed the way I
taught,” she says. “I
started to share my
writing with my
students, and I
became a better

teacher. In truth, the writing project changed my pro-
fessional life.”

Indeed, writing project values have been a touch-
stone for Sandra on her journey from teacher to asso-
ciate superintendent. She has retained unwavering
respect for the consummate professionalism of teach-
ers. In her current position, she strives to make sure
she has heard her school colleagues before she makes
decisions. “I have never forgotten what it’s like to work
with children every day,” she says.

Most of all, Sandra remembers that teaching
writing is not for the faint of heart. “If you are at
your best, you encourage many different voices—those
you want to hear and those you may not.” And you
learn, in Sandra’s view, just how many voices there
really are and how important it is to hear each one.

“The writing

project changed

my professional

life.”

More
than 340
Number of summer

institute participants

who have become

executive leaders in

education.

NWP LEGACY STUDY 2006

“I
SANDRA MITCHELL

SANDRA MITCHELL
Fauquier County Public Schools
Warrenton, Virginia

Northern Virginia Writing Project

ASSOCIATE SUPERINTENDENT
FOR INSTRUCTION
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here is writing in my school every
day,” says Jose Aldaco as he points
proudly to a Waterford Middle
School leadership class, where
students write daily, and to the

upcoming young writers’ camp, a writing project pro-
gram for his students. Even the turnout for Literacy
Day exceeded his expectations,
with 400 student participants.

Jose’s dedication as an educa-
tor reaches back to his own high
school experience, when one of
his teachers took an interest in
him and insisted he go into teach-
ing. He felt ready to take on the
challenges of the classroom—even
one that had no textbooks during
his first five months of teaching.
“I was incredibly motivated,” he
said, “and that motivation passed
right down to the kids.”

Jose attended con-
ferences and programs
for teachers every time
he could. Then he
became part of the
Great Valley Writing
Project in 2003, which
he found “a complete
change from other
professional develop-
ment. The summer

institute,” he says, “was the first time I
ever felt like I was in college. It was the
first time I took a shot at trying out my
ideas and reflecting on my practice. I
was so fired up.”
So were his English learners when he

introduced them to the “word of the
day.” So were the students he asked to
write as one way to learn mathematics
and reading. “My students caught on to
these techniques and would not let go.”
Now, as a principal, Jose can make

the case for writing on a larger scale. At
the same time, he works as the district ELL coordina-
tor and serves on Waterford’s city council. But no
matter what he does, there is never any question that
his students come first.

“T
JOSE ALDACO

“There is writing

in my school

every day.”

More
than
1,250
Number of summer

institute participants

who have become

principals.

NWP LEGACY STUDY 2006
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JOSE ALDACO
Waterford Middle School
Waterford, CA

Great Valley Writing Project

MIDDLE SCHOOL
PRINCIPAL



love my job,” says Paul Epstein, a 20-year
veteran teacher. As director of a computer
lab, he spends at least one hour a week
with students from each K-5 class in his
school, and he collaborates with their

teachers. “The kids are excited to come,” he says.
“A lot of learning takes place in a short amount of
time. The reading demand is heavy, but the kids never
resist.”

One of the benefits of the lab is that Paul and his
teaching colleagues can expand the ways students take
advantage of technology. “Having technology in
schools is a great equalizer,” Paul points out, “and the
way we use computers is different from possible home
use. We show students how to use computers for
learning.”

Paul has also turned the lab into a publishing
center, complete with writing conferences and
revision. Each student in the school publishes in a
quarterly anthology and then proudly takes part in
an authors’ reception to
which their parents are
invited.

Each day, Paul also teaches reading to third-
graders. “We get past the word level quickly,” he says.
“We begin to write what we’re thinking and learning.”
He credits the writing project with helping him look
beyond isolated skills.

“My summer institute experience in 1990 was
the first time I was treated like a professional with
knowledge to share,” Paul says. “I decided to begin
writing more myself and turned to song writing. I
made a CD called School Bus Coming. For my students,
I am a rock star.”

70%
Percentage of summer

institute participants

who have remained in

the classroom through-

out their careers.

NWP LEGACY STUDY 2006
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“I
PAUL EPSTEIN

PAUL EPSTEIN
Ruffner Elementary School
Charleston, West Virginia

Co-Director
Central West Virginia Writing Project

READING/TECHNOLOGY
TEACHER

“My summer institute

experience in 1990

was the first time

I was treated like a

professional with

knowledge to share.”
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NATIONAL WRITING PROJECT SITES Alabama
Auburn
Birmingham
Huntsville (Normal)
Jacksonville
Mobile
Troy
Tuscaloosa

Alaska
Juneau

Arizona
Flagstaff
Tucson

Arkansas
Conway
Fayetteville
Little Rock

California
Arcata
Berkeley
Chico
Davis
Fresno
Irvine
Los Angeles (2)
Merced
Riverside
San Diego (La Jolla)
San Jose
San Marcos
Santa Barbara
Santa Cruz
Turlock

Colorado
Denver
Fort Collins
Greeley
Pueblo

Connecticut
Fairfield
New Britain
Storrs

Delaware
Newark

District of Columbia

Florida
Fort Myers
Orlando
Tallahassee
Tampa

Georgia
Americus
Athens
Atlanta (Carrollton)
Kennesaw
Macon (Milledgeville)
Savannah
Statesboro
Valdosta

Hawaii
Honolulu

Idaho
Boise
Moscow

Illinois
Chicago (2)
Normal

Indiana
Fort Wayne
Hammond
Indianapolis
Muncie
New Albany

Iowa
Cedar Falls
Davenport

Kansas
Manhattan
Wichita

Kentucky

Bowling Green
Hazard
Highland Heights
Lexington
Louisville
Morehead
Murray
Richmond

Louisiana
Baton Rouge
Hammond
Lafayette
Natchitoches
New Orleans

Maine
Orono

Maryland
Baltimore
Salisbury

Massachusetts
Amherst
Boston
North Dartmouth
Worcester

Michigan
Ann Arbor
Big Rapids
Detroit
East Lansing
Grand Rapids (Allendale)
Kalamazoo
Marquette
Rochester
Saginaw Valley
Ypsilanti

Minnesota
Minneapolis

Mississippi
Cleveland
Hattiesburg
Itta Bena
Long Beach
Lorman
Oxford
Starkville

Missouri
Columbia
Kansas City
St. Joseph
St. Louis

Montana
Missoula

Nebraska
Lincoln

Nevada
Elko
Las Vegas
Reno

New Hampshire
Plymouth

New Jersey
New Brunswick
Trenton (Lawrenceville)

New Mexico
Albuquerque
Farmington
Gallup
Las Cruces
Roswell

New York
Albany
Buffalo
Long Island (Garden City)
New Paltz
New York City
Rochester
Utica

North Carolina
Charlotte
Greenville
Raleigh

North Dakota
Grand Forks
Minot

Ohio
Athens
Columbus
Kent
Mansfield
Oxford

Oklahoma
Norman
Stillwater

Oregon
Ashland
Eugene
La Grande
Portland
Salem

Pennsylvania
Allentown (Fogelsville)
East Stroudsburg
Harrisburg (Middletown)
Indiana
Mansfield
Philadelphia
Pittsburgh
West Chester

Puerto Rico
San Juan

Rhode Island
Providence

South Carolina
Aiken
Charleston
Columbia
Conway
Florence
Greenville
Rock Hill
Spartanburg
Sumter

South Dakota
Vermillion

Tennessee
Martin
Murfreesboro

Texas
Arlington
Austin
Brownsville
Dallas (Denton)
El Paso
Houston
Huntsville
Laredo
San Angelo
San Antonio
San Marcos

Utah
Ogden

Vermont
Burlington

Virgin Islands
St. Croix

Virginia
Arlington (Fairfax)
Charlottesville
Norfolk
Williamsburg
Wise

Washington
Ellensburg
Seattle

West Virginia
Huntington
Morgantown
South Charleston

Wisconsin
Oshkosh
Milwaukee

Wyoming
Laramie

NWP seeks to establish writing project sites at universities within reach of
every teacher in the country.
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ecoming a reading coach for 26 Chicago
public schools might not have been a
possibility for Susan Kajiwara-Ansai prior
to her writing project experiences. First,
there was the matter of her own confi-

dence. But when the summer institute confirmed
that informational writing was her forte, Susan—a self-
confessed “information junkie”—found her strengths
as a writer and thinker honored and encouraged for
the first time.

Soon she was involved in the
multitude of leadership opportu-
nities that followed the 1991 sum-
mer institute. “My professional
life started to change,” she says. “I
became part of a teacher research
group. I was in awe of how delib-
erately and intentionally other
National Writing Project teachers
thought about their students. I
learned from this bigger organi-
zation—bigger than Chicago!”

Armed with assurance and
knowledge and seventeen years of
teaching grades one through six,
Susan was ready to take on the

literacy professional develop-
ment of Chicago public school
principals, assistant principals,
and the literacy point person
in each of the 26 buildings.
She now has so many requests
to conduct workshops that her
calendar is completely full.

Susan strives to re-create the workshops she
experienced in the writing project. “Of course, we

write constantly, but there is something
else different about a writing project
workshop,” she explains. “From the first
minute, you experience respect and
professionalism. You are asked to be
reflective, to know the purpose of what
you do and why you do it.” For Susan,
then, walking into a room full of teachers
or administrators means bringing the
writing project with her.

B
SUSAN KAJIWARA-ANSAI

22.7
Average years in

education served by

NWP summer institute

participants.

NWP LEGACY STUDY 2006

“From the

first minute,

you experience

respect and

professionalism.”
SUSAN KAJIWARA-ANSAI
Chicago Public Schools Area 9
Chicago, Illinois

Reading Program Director
Chicago Area Writing Project

READING COACH
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rban students are the heart and soul of
Jim McDermott’s classroom. As a
young teacher at South High School in
Worcester, Massachusetts, Jim wanted
to bring down “the barrier that often

separated reading and writing.” He filled every space
with books and intrigued his young writers by saying,
“I’m interested in your thinking.” But Jim had
another goal as well: to develop curriculum that would
give all students a program usually reserved for the
most advanced. Before long, Jim led a group of
teacher-colleagues in producing a K-12 curriculum
for the entire Worcester district—a “messy process”
that succeeded.

When Jim joined the faculty of University Park
Campus School—a school cooperating with Clark
University in an impoverished part of the city—he
followed those same principles of
equity for all students as he developed
curriculum for the English department.
So successful was the school that visitors
and others wanted to know more. As a
result, Jim began providing workshops
around the country, particularly for
teachers in schools that partner with

community colleges. “My
job is to prove that strategies
that are good for elite
students are just as good for
every other student.”

Finding the best profes-
sional development for teachers quickly became one
of Jim’s passions. “The writing project was everywhere
I turned, but not in my own neighborhood.” In
2002, Jim helped establish a writing project site in
central Massachusetts and conducted the first four
summer institutes. As he had hoped, the experience
“recaptured the enthusiasm of our teachers.” Now
on the faculty of Clark University, Jim works with
preservice teachers whose future success depends on
the best possible curriculum, along with access to the
best possible professional development.

“The writing project

recaptured the

enthusiasm of our

teachers.”

U
JAMES MCDERMOTT

JAMES McDERMOTT
Clark University
Worcester, Massachusetts

Co-founder, Co-director
Central Massachusetts Writing Project

ASSISTANT PROFESSOR AND
CURRICULUM DEVELOPER

30%
Percentage of summer

institute participants who

have become faculty in

higher education.

NWP LEGACY STUDY 2006
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y heart was in teaching,”
explains Margie Willis, who
spent twelve years setting up
classrooms in places that are
worlds apart: Guam, Texas,

Guantanamo Bay, South Carolina. When she finally
settled in Mississippi, a parent suggested she attend
the writing project summer institute. “Right after-

ward, I wrote my first
ever letter to the editor,”
says Margie. “‘The
writing project is the best
professional development
program I ever attended’
was my message.”

Margie put her
newfound strategies to
work immediately. She
wrote with her students,

encouraging them to tell their stories and to write
about what they were learning. For each unit of study,
she invited them to select noteworthy examples of
their writing for a class anthology.

Now finishing her third year as a principal,
Margie is still promoting writing among students and
teachers. She and her assistant principal, Deborah
Smith, another writing project participant, have

taught writing lessons for fourth- and fifth-graders
at Hawkins Elementary. If a problem arises at school,
they instruct students to write about it, an exercise that
gives both youngsters and administrators a perspective
they would not otherwise have.

Margie finds leading a Title I school both
“challenging and rewarding.” She is sustained by the
attitudes and practices she learned in the writing
project. “Every afternoon, I sit down with the assistant
principal and we reflect on the day. We ask ourselves
what we could do better or do differently. We want to
be truly honest
with ourselves, the
way we were when
we kept journals
during the summer
institute.”

MARGIE WILLIS
George L. Hawkins Elementary
Hattiesburg, Mississippi

South Mississippi Writing Project

ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
PRINCIPAL

“M
MARGIE WILLIS

“The writing project is

the best professional

development program

I ever attended.”

98%
Percentage of summer

institute participants

who have remained

in education until

retirement.

NWP LEGACY STUDY 2006



STATEMENT OF ACTIVITIES
For years ended September 30,

2006 2005
Temporarily Temporarily

Unrestricted Restricted Total Unrestricted Restricted Total

REVENUES AND OTHER SUPPORT
Federal grant $20,336,000 $ - $20,336,000 $ 17,893,800 $ - $ 17,893,800
Other grant revenue & contributions 375,735 - 375,735 341,219 45,000 386,219
Publications and professional service revenue 60,897 - 60,897 58,013 - 58,013
Net investment and other interest income 61,315 - 61,315 34,266 - 34,266
Net assets released from restrictions 40,000 (40,000) 0 30,000 (30,000) 0

Total Revenues and Other Support $20,873,947 $ (40,000) $20,833,947 $18,357,298 $ 15,000 $ 18,372,298

EXPENSES
Program services
Writing project developments 18,671,017 - 18,671,017 16,486,830 - 16,486,830

Supporting services
Management and general 2,153,659 - 2,153,659 1,826,237 - 1,826,237

Total Expenses $20,824,676 $ 0 $20,824,676 $ 18,313,067 $ 0 $ 18,313,067

CHANGE IN NET ASSETS 49,271 (40,000) 9,271 44,231 15,000 59,231

NET ASSETS AT BEGINNING OF YEAR 1,695,688 40,000 1,735,688 1,651,457 25,000 1,676,457
NET ASSETS AT END OF YEAR $ 1,744,959 $ 0 $ 1,744,959 $ 1,695,688 $ 40,000 $ 1,735,688
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STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION
For years ended September 30,

2006 2005

ASSETS
Cash and cash equivalents $ 977,071 $ 787,819
Investments, short term 400,226 625,767
Accounts and interest receivable 10,748 22,170
Grant receivable 2,057,500 1,300,000
Prepaid expenses 184,996 88,624
Furniture and equipment, net 359,250 355,520

Total Assets $ 3,989,791 $ 3,179,900

A complete copy of the organization’s financial statements, audited by
Grant Thornton LLP, is available upon request from National Writing
Project, 2105 Bancroft Way #1042, Berkeley, CA 94720-1042.

FUNDING
Support for the National Writing Project is provided by the U.S. Department
of Education, foundations, corporations, universities, and K-12 schools.

NWP federal funding for fiscal year 2006–2007 totals $21.5 million. Local
support for NWP sites and programs totals an additional $21.9 million.

FINANCIAL SUMMARY
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2006 2005

LIABILITIES
Accounts payable $ 2,084,500 $ 1,181,000
Accrued expense & deferred revenue 160,332 263,212
Total Liabilities $ 2,244,832 $ 1,444,212

NET ASSETS
Unrestricted $ 1,744,959 $ 1,695,688
Temporarily restricted 0 40,000
Total Net Assets $ 1,744,959 $ 1,735,688

Total Liabilities and Net Assets $ 3,989,791 $ 3,179,900

EVALUATOR’S STATEMENT
We have studied dozens of teacher development
efforts over the past twenty years. Most of them have
limited success because they are conceived and fund-
ed as finite, short-term projects. The improvement of
teaching, however, is not a short-term task; it is an
ongoing challenge that requires lasting work. The
enduring success of the National Writing Project
model demonstrates how benefits can accrue from
long-term investment in an infrastructure for improv-
ing teaching. Unlike temporary projects that disap-
pear and take their resources with them, the NWP
provides a steady source of support for teachers’
learning and leadership throughout their careers.
Through the ongoing presence of the NWP, teachers
can accumulate—and disseminate—solutions to
teaching’s toughest problems. NWP develops educa-
tional capital in the form of teacher-leadership that
“keeps on giving” to classrooms, schools, the larger
system, and the profession.

Mark St. John, Ph.D.
Inverness Research Associates
June 2007
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